
I moved to California in January of 2016 to pursue my dream job in Acting. That motivation carries through to all my
pursuits in life.
 
When I was a teenager, I acted in the Christmas Carol as one of the children of the town, Plan 9 as "Screaming Edith"
and understudy of cast members, and Alice in Wonderland playing "Tweedledum" and understudy of cast members. 
 
After this, I have performed with many theatre companies across the twin cities including The Children's Theatre,
Steppingstone, Minnesota Jewish Theatre, Girl Friday Productions, Youth Performance Company, and The Ordway.
 
Theater arts is one of my passions. I have been enjoying spending time working in studios and on-location. 
 Furthermore, I interest in acting in TV shows or Movies. I acted in multiple roles for various directors with diverse
methods and styles, easily assessed and assimilated into the fast-paced environment, interacted with a multitude of
people of diverse cultures and socioeconomic backgrounds I have had full-time experience doing acting with
corporations such as Fox, Paramount, Nickelodeon, Disney, Universal, etc. I have clocked in over 100s of hours of work.
Through that, I have had to be very punctual and I worked in a high-stress environment for long hours. I had to be full
of life and happy at all hours no matter the conditions. 
 
Moreover, I worked as a volunteer for the "Therapeutic Horsemanship of Hawaii". My duties included ge tting the gear
on the children, having the children groom the horse, helping them onto the horse, watching and guiding them to their
different activities, support, and helping the child off and feeding the horses.  
 
I play the saxophone, drums, and some piano.
 
Besides acting, I keep busy learning and following the latest social media marketing trends, finance, sports science, and
nutrition. I have started and sold 2 internet companies, where I developed the business plan and marketing strategy,
and implemented and executed until profitability.
 
Enclosed you will find my resume, which further details my skills and work and educational background.
I would appreciate the opportunity to meet and speak with you in person. Thank you for your time.
 

Best Regards,

Christine Yang
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